fi-6140/fi-6240
High Performance Color Duplex Scanners
The fastest and most advanced scanners in their class*

- Fast, 60 ppm/120 ipm scanning in monochrome and grayscale
- Best in class 300 dpi color scanning at 40 ppm/80 ipm
- First scanners in their class to offer Intelligent MultiFeed Function (iMFF) as well as advanced Paper Protection technology
- Robust 50-page Automatic Document Feeder (ADF) with enhanced hard and embossed card scanning (Example: credit or healthcare cards)
- Comes with Kofax® VRS® Professional, Adobe® Acrobat® Standard, and ScandAll Pro
- One-year Limited Warranty with available Advance Exchange program

* The fi-6140/fi-6240 belongs to the class of A4 ADF color scanners whose scanning speeds meet or exceed 40 ppm / 80 ipm (color, A4, 200 dpi). This statement stood true as of October 2007.
fi-6140/fi-6240

High Performance Color Duplex Scanners

The Fujitsu fi-6140 and fi-6240 scanners bring high performance and advanced features in a compact design

In addition to the fi-6140 scanner being the smallest scanner in its class, both models are able to scan an impressive 60 pages or 120 images per-minute in Monochrome or Grayscale (Letter @ 200dpi) as well as 40 pages or 80 images per-minute in Color (Letter @ 300dpi). Furthermore, the Fujitsu fi-6140 and fi-6240 models are the first scanners in their class to adopt high-end “fi series” functions such as:

- Paper Protection technology: Protects valuable documents by halting the scanning process when it recognizes that a jam is about to occur.
- Intelligent MultiFeed Function (iMFF): Simplifies pre-scanning preparation and improves efficiency by ignoring documents that trigger false multi-feed alerts such as an attached receipt or sticky note.
- Intelligent Capture Correction Function (iCCF): Auto-color recognition, auto-size detection, and auto-de-skew correction provides dramatic efficiency by combining fast scanning with simultaneous high speed image processing.

Along with ultrasonic double-feed detection, long document scanning (up to 10 feet), dual interfaces (ultra SCSI and USB 2.0), and embossed card scanning, these scanners can continuously feed up to 3 hard cards (up to 1.4 mm thick) through the Auto Document Feeder (ADF).

Fully Loaded One Box Solution

The Fujitsu fi-6140 and fi-6240 scanners conveniently include everything in the box to get organizations up and scanning. With the full version of Kofax VRS® Professional, Adobe® Acrobat® Standard, and ScandAll Pro software, users get image enhancement functionality as well as the option of scanning directly to PDF, file, print or batch. And the one-year Limited Warranty, along with eligibility for the Fujitsu Exchange Program, provides peace-of-mind. For full details on the Limited Warranty and on all Fujitsu service programs, go to www.ImagingService.com or call (800) 626-4686.

About Fujitsu Computer Products of America, Inc.

Fujitsu Computer Products of America, Inc., a subsidiary of Fujitsu Ltd., is an established leader in the Document Imaging industry, delivering innovative scanning solutions and services that enable our customers to solve critical business productivity issues and streamline operations. We provide cutting-edge document capture and workflow solutions for business and personal environments, backed by a comprehensive portfolio of service and support programs.
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